Apshen is an effective, simple, frameless quick mount stencil. This stencil has a reliable tension system and works just like the DEK VectorGuard system. They’re quick to attach and make a solid connection for the life of the stencil. The inward edge of the cap is beveled to a thin edge so as not to interfere with printing.

**DURABLE | REDUCED COST | PATENTED**

**Fully compatible storage racks available**

To keep the foils safe from dirt or damage, and to keep them readily accessible, BlueRing Stencils has designed and created a perfect storage system for them that’s economical, efficient, and space-saving. Store up to 600 stencils in only one storage rack! Additionally, since the stencil foils are already mounted in aluminum extrusions, handling is safe – no metal cuts to the hands.